Title of Project:

Purpose of Project:

_Briefly state the purpose of the project in terms that are understandable by the minor._
_Include risks, benefits, compensation, and the right to withdraw._

_For example, for teenagers:_
We are inviting you to participate in this study because you are ____, and we are interested in how…
This research will take you about ___ minutes to do. First, we will…. Then, you will ____. This may be a comedy show or an instructional program or a documentary show. Then you will …. You may feel…as you do this task, or you may experience…. As a result of participating, you may…. You will receive ___ from participating in this study.
Your responses will be strictly confidential. There will be no way for us to know which responses belong to you or someone else. We may publish a summary of everybody's responses or present such a summary at a scientific meeting, but your identity and your responses would be totally confidential.
You can decide not to participate in this study, or you can stop your participation in this study at any time.
We will also ask your parents for their permission for you to do this study. Please talk this over with them before you decide whether or not to participate.
If you have any questions at any time, please ask one of the researchers.
If you check "yes," it means that you have decided to participate and have read everything that is on this form. You and your parents will be given a copy of this form to keep.

______ Yes, I would like to participate in the study.
______ No, I do not want to participate in the study.

________________________________________  __________________
Signature of the Participant     Date

Include name, title, and contact information for the researcher(s) here.